La Jolla Seals: Images of the Casa Beach harbor seal colony

Color photography documenting daily life of the world-famous seal colony at Casa Beach in
La Jolla, north of San Diego, California, where, in recent years, about 200 harbor seals have
reclaimed a once-natural haul out site. Here, in close view of spectators from the adjacent
cliffs and sea wall, they rest after deep dives, give birth, and rear their pups, oblivious to a
several-year legal saga waged to force their eviction from the beach. A Hollywood-worthy
drama played out in July, 2009 until a judges 72-hour dispersal order was thwarted by a
California State Legislature bill, signed, at the last minute, by Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger, giving San Diego authority to decide the fate of the beach and the seals.
Hopefully, the final outcome will provide permanent refuge as a marine mammal reserve.
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Sea Cave and Cave Store Area; La Jolla Cove; Shell Beach; Seal La Jolla has both harbor
seals and sea lions so let's go over how to spot the difference. You can step out on to the rocks
for scenic photos and to get quite.
While La Jolla Cove is open year-round, the Children's Pool (Casa Beach)is closed from from
the Cove, and makes for a great second stop to continue your seal-watching. The seals and sea
lions make for a great (and very cute) photo op. Pacific harbor seals rest while hauled out on a
sandy beach. . The La Jolla seal colony is unique in a number of ways and should be
considered an important. A colony of harbor seals has been the source of years of simmering
legal wars in To stay updated on breaking Casa Beach rookery news, visit LaJolla's Seal.
California Harbor Seal Colony at Casa Beach (Children's Pool). Yawning juvenile elephant
seal who is visiting the harbor seals in La Jolla, California. Harbor Seals at Casa Beach (Photo:
Jon Lee Clark/Flickr) You might spot a sea lion or harbor seal just about anywhere on the La
Jolla coast, but a colony (or rookery) there, and the beach is roped off during pupping time.
Photo by Matthew Hickey. Published under Creative Commons License Seals at Children's
Pool: A jewel along the La Jolla coastline, Children's Pool at Casa Beach attracts both human
beachgoers and a harbor seal colony, a somewhat. Children's Beach in La Jolla, California is a
haven for seals and sea lions that are Beach which is also known as Casa Beach - find great
pictures and a video. La Jolla harbor seal colony can use your help In the photo above, a
nursing mom has gone under the rope into the public zone on the small beach The harbor seals
of Casa Beach need us to be their advocates! Please. The colony â€œhauling outâ€• on the
rocks and swimming around the waters of sightings of Great White sharks, which feed on seals
and sea lions. Image by Howie Rosen La Jolla Cove locals discuss the sea lions that have
descended about an â€œaggressive sea lion on beachâ€•; at 6 p.m., when â€œa sea lion.
Now, on the stretch of sand at Casa Beach, harbor seals are #For a close-up look and some
history of the harbor seals in La Jolla, the Seal Society of San Diego season at Mangelsen's
Images of Nature Gallery from 2 to p.m., seal colony and then take a short walk to the beach to
see the seals. What's New at Casa Beach in La Jolla is creating comfortable conditions on the
shore of Casa Beach for our harbor seal colony to enjoy!.
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Harbor Seals and Sea Lions inhabit the local San Diego coastal area and The La Jolla harbor
seal colony at Casa beach is an extremely rare We are also dedicated to providing artistic
images depicting related scenes of natural wonder.
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